
Mission Statement for the
Earth Repair Foundation ~ ERF

The Earth Repair Foundation is an independent, self-funded, voluntary, 
non-government organisation (NGO) that was incorporated in Sydney 
Australia in 1987. ERF contributes to the global earth repair movement 
for community advancement and world improvement. 

• The Earth Repair Foundation: 

• Motivates for world-wide adoption of the Earth Repair Charter Global Solution 
Strategy and the Vision 2030 campaign to increasingly become the most 
prominent theme to create a Decade of Peace - 2021 ~ 2030;

• Aspires to prompt people everywhere to learn about and adopt the world’s 
best practices, to help implement a global food and tree growing race, instead 
of an arms race, for a sustainable and peaceful 21st Century;

• Promotes for eco-villages to progressively emerge from within the suburbs 
of towns and cities around the world, to help grow permaculture designed 
food-forests in home gardens everywhere;

• Developed a comprehensive ‘Back From The Future’ (2030) Movie Outline 
designed to inspire, educate and motivate all present and future generations;

• Invites artists and partners to help complete and distribute a proposed 
multi-language Sustainability Learning Poster for every educational institution;

• Prompts people everywhere to regularly consume nutrient-dense foods and 
drinks to acquire good health and immunity efficiency;

• Welcomes donations to help keep this work alive and continuing, and we thank 
you in advance for any small or large contributions anyone may give; 

• ERF represents Earth Repair First, Earth Repair Family, Earth Repair Friends, 
Earth Repair Funds, Earth Repair Festivals and Earth Repair for a Fabulous Future.

~ Please subscribe and participate in any way you can at earthrepair.net ~



Vision 2030 for a Decade of Peace
When enough people lead our leaders will follow!When enough people lead our leaders will follow!

ERF is motivating for world-wide adoption of  the ERF is motivating for world-wide adoption of  the 
Earth Repair Charter Global Solution Strategy Earth Repair Charter Global Solution Strategy 

to be one of the most prominent themes to be one of the most prominent themes 
for this latest Decade on Earth ~ 2021 ~ 2030.for this latest Decade on Earth ~ 2021 ~ 2030.

Volunteers at  Team ERF offer these offer these 
thought-seeds as achievable solutions.thought-seeds as achievable solutions.

Earth Repair Foundation

ERF’s primary mission is to inspire,  e d u c a t e 
and motivate present and future generations, 
towards a safer, healthier and more sustain-
able world.  Our aim is to help people realise 
we are all related, and co-operation and peace 
is the natural order of life for everyone.

The essence of these pages has emerged 
from incalculable research, development and 
intelligence invested, to help enable increasing 
numbers of people to participate in practical 
actions for world improvement and community 
advancement.  

The Earth Repair Charter Global Solution 
Strategy is from the people, for the people, 
and is the primary manifesto of the earth 
repair movement. After wide consulta-
tion over decades, numerous achievable 
solutions have been carefully defined. 
The Charter has been endorsed by many 
eminent leaders from around the world 
who s u m m a r i s e  t h e  t r u e  v a l u e  of  t h i s 
p o te n t i a l l y - h i s to r i c  d o c u m e n t . 

Endorsements can be read at earthrepair.net 
and everyone is invited and encouraged to 
read, absorb, adopt and network the Charter. 

If you find some or all of these ideas inspiring 
and useful, please promote them with friends, 
family, community and religious leaders, and 
on social and main stream media networks. 

A primary element of the earth repair move-
ment is home-yard composting and organ-
ic permaculture food-gardening. This is to 
help ensure food security for present and 
future generations.  It will also enable the 
practise of hygienic, aerobic no-dig, com-
posting in highly-efficient compost bins 
made from 100% recycled plastics.   

Abundant eco-villages are encouraged to 
increasingly grow within suburban areas of 
towns and cities in each nation around the 
world to help mitigate global warming. 

By adopting the minimum-maintenence, 
maximum-yield principles and ethics of 
permaculture, which shows how to co-operate 
with the sun, the earth, the wind and the rain, 
this will become one of the world’s most 
honourable and ethical employment systems.

Large scale soil production can also be 
enabled, by recycling and composting 
all currently-wasted bio-degradable re-
sources, including best-practise in us-
ing  treated sewage to help grow increas-
ing numbers of appropriate trees. 

Thank you for reading this from ~ Team ERF 
earthrepair.net

“What The World Needs Now is A Sense of Humus”.  
Click to see a short video on composting in recycled 

plastic bins and hear the Sense of Humus song.  
https://youtu.be/V7VVRPdF7o0



PAGES INDEX 
The following pages comprise carefully-researched and crafted 

solution proposals from the Earth Repair Foundation ~ ERF.
1. Earth Repair Foundation’s Mission Statement.

2. Vision 2030 Decade for Peace statement - 2021~2030.

3. The Earth Repair Charter Global Solution Strategy - ERF’s Manifesto.

4. A page of Charter Endorsements describing the Charter’s full value.
5. Another page of Charter Endorsements revealing its abundant potential. 

6. More Vision 2030 solutions, many with the potential to be achieved 
        before the end of year 2022. 

7. Two Now-Age Posters for Inner and World Peace are thought-seeding  
  a whole system change for a Now World Order.

8. 101 Things we can all do to help Repair Earth.

9. A Multi-Faith Plan For Peace.

10. A New Earth Movie Outline titled ‘Imagine Back From The Future’ 2030.

11. A Sense of Humus - promoting hygienic, aerobic composting. 

12. How to Compost - gives details about how to breed earthworms to make  
 humus-rich soil.

13. A global movement to transform sewage into trees.

14. ‘Soil as Natural Capital’ to benefit Earth and all humanity.

15. Permaculture Design Certificate page.

16. Two pages proposing a multi-language sustainability learning poster.

17. Acquire Health and Immunity Efficiency, McNaturals style.

18. Petition for Nutritional Education in Schools.

19. Recognise First Nations Sovereignty statement from Burnum Burnum.

20. Burnum Burnum’s Declaration - 1988.

21. Original native forest protection strategy x 2 pages.

22. Eight Mind-Vitamin Thought-Seed vinyl vehicle stickers.

23. A Way Up From Down story and script.

24. A dynamic now-age interactive quit smoking script.

25. Acknowledgement of contributors who have helped make ERF possible.

26. Curriculum Vitae of ERF’s founder FMCS.

27. Plus more, and even better is yet to come.


